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The plan
1. Property is an asset. Undeveloped land is an asset too. Development is 
swapping an undeveloped land asset for a cash asset.


2. Density (dwellings per unit of land) and supply (new dwellings per period 
of time) are conceptually distinct and mostly unrelated. 


3. Equilibrium is a dynamic one, not a static one. 


4. The political economy of planning inhibiting new housing contains 
contradictions.


5. Look to history for housing supply lessons.



Rent is the price of housing
• Rent is affected by the # of dwellings 

relative to the demand to occupy.


• Rents rise with wages (not CPI).


• In a CES utility function households spend a 
fixed budget share on each alternative. 


• ~20% of income spent on housing 
regardless of supply.


• The market adjusts mostly via prices, with 
high-income households outbidding for 
superior locations (e.g. gentrification).



What has happened?
• Planning/zoning cannot affect housing asset 

pricing except via rents.


• I do not take seriously claims that Houston 
or Tokyo are good examples of how 
planning can reduce housing prices. 


• Both have had historically enormous price 
bubbles. Houston home prices increased 
the exact same 65% that Sydney prices did 
from 2010 to 2020.


• Housing progress should be measured by 
quality gains (more for same budget share).





Undeveloped land is an asset
• Undeveloped and zoned land is an 

asset that earns a return via 
capital growth.


• Its value is a residual, just like 
company share values.


• Owners of undeveloped land do 
not have to develop to earn an 
economic return. 


• They manage ownership of these 
sites like any other capital asset 
that sits on their balance sheet.





Undeveloped land is an asset
• “In a buoyant market, developers are 

willing to put the prices up as far as 
they possibly can”


• “if you’re in an area with little or no 
new housing, you have a throttle on 
new product.”


• “developing all homes simultaneously 
would reduce sales prices…”


• “The market can bear a certain price 
at a certain volume of sales”


• “There is no immediate point… at 
which you would oversupply a local 
market with new-build properties and 
consequently reduce prices.” 



Density vs supply

• Density = # dwellings / land area


• Supply = # dwellings / period of 
time


• A property market chooses 
BOTH to maximise returns


• Gain from waiting is A + B - C



Swap land asset for cash asset

• You are a housing developer with a large 
plot of land on the fringes of a major city 
with no planning constraints. 


• How quickly should you sell these lots to 
supply them to the housing market? 


• You sell at a rate where the benefit to selling 
one more dwelling now equals the benefit of 
selling one more next period.


• A dynamic (inter-temporal) equilibrium.



Swap land asset for cash asset

• The first term is the economic gain from 
selling now (swapping undeveloped land for 
cash, net of construction)


• R_t is the value of the land input for a  
single dwelling at the current optimal 
density.


• i =  interest rate 
t =  tax rate on land saved by selling 
q = rate of sales this period



Swap land asset for cash asset

• The second term is the economic gain from 
waiting one period while retaining 
ownership of the undeveloped land.


• R_t is the value of the land input for a  
single dwelling at the current optimal 
density.


• ḋ = rate of change of demand (vertical shift 
of demand curve in the asset market) 
a = market thinness (slope of demand) 
q = rate of sales this period 
ω = cost efficiency of density



Optimal absorption rate



Own-price sensitivity?

• “Since opening in 2018 the 
precinct has been on a staged 
release strategy so as to not 
flood the rental market…Leaving 
only 1 empty building left to be 
released which will be staged for 
around the middle of the year.”


• Best to think of property as a 
monopoly



Dynamics in the static model



• In Australia, roughly 10% of all dwellings are 
vacant at any point in time.


• Some debate about dwellings being held vacant.


• “Why would anyone do that? It’s irrational!”


• About a quarter of all dwellings in China are 
vacant.


• Part of the answer is that a vacant dwelling is a 
more liquid property investment alternative.


• Part of the answer could involve money 
laundering

Vacancy puzzle



Puzzles

• Why don’t market prices 
anticipate rezoning by 
going down?


• Auckland has ~600k 
existing dwellings and 
added >1m of zoned 
capacity. 


• Can you spot when?



Political economy contradictions
• The political economy implied by anti-zoning advocates implies that well-

connected property owners and developers are the weak ones, whereas the 
un-resourced Grandma who complains about development is the politically 
powerful one.


• Yet politically-connected landowners are extremely successful at getting 
rezoned.


• Even our Prime Minister is a former property lobbyist. In these 
circumstances, are we really pretending that developers cannot build housing 
because of political barriers?


• Some argue that individual lot rezonings add value, but mass rezonings 
decrease it. So why do developers form lobby groups call for mass rezoning?



Learn from history



Final remarks
• That the property system is a monopoly with a built-in absorption rate 

speed limit. Supply is not independent of demand.


• Rezoning and changing planning rules might change where development 
happens (as it should—they are location regulations after all) but probably 
won’t change the rate of new supply. 


• Making housing cheaper should focus on ways to deal with monopolies. We 
regulate prices. We create public options (treat housing like healthcare?)


• Pretending that we can somehow capitalise on competitive market forces 
that don’t exist won’t change things.



Reading list - blog posts
• Why I’m anti-anti-zoning 

https://www.fresheconomicthinking.com/2021/04/why-i-am-anti-anti-zoning.html 


• Why the missing middle is missing 
https://www.fresheconomicthinking.com/2020/03/missing-middle-housing-blame-
economics.html 


• Housing sale (asset) price is not the economic price 
https://www.fresheconomicthinking.com/2020/11/the-economic-price-of-housing-is-not.html 


• Property as monopoly 
https://www.fresheconomicthinking.com/2021/03/making-sense-of-property-as-monopoly.html 


• Vacant homes and high prices 
https://www.fresheconomicthinking.com/2019/12/the-puzzle-of-high-home-prices-and.html 



Reading list - papers
• Clean money, dirty system 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S009411901630002X 


• We zoned for density and got higher home prices 
https://osf.io/zkt7v/


• A housing supply absorption rate equation 
https://osf.io/7n8rj/ 


• How landbanking constrains housing supply 
https://osf.io/hym43/ 


• Feasibility guide for planners 
https://osf.io/62wsn/ 



Reading list - papers
• The Australian housing supply myth 

https://osf.io/r925z 


• Explainer: Bad housing supply assumptions 
https://osf.io/4jmb8/ 


• Explainer: Taxing rezoning windfalls (betterment) 
https://osf.io/4jmb8/ 


• When homes earn more than people 
https://osf.io/preprints/8f67h/ 


